BIO 51 Oral Presentations

Oral Presentation Grading Rubric

Group Members: ____________________________


1. ___ Was the amount of background information about right, excessive, inadequate?

2. ___ Does background information lead logically to the questions or hypotheses proposed?

3. ___ Was there a clear and logical statement of the specific research question(s) being addressed?

4. ___ Did the methods used follow clearly from the questions posed? Were methods presented in sufficient detail (not excessive, insufficient)?

5. ___ Were tables and graphs complete, clear, easy to follow?

6. ___ Did the presenter(s) spend enough time orienting viewers to the data and interpret data in context of their research question?

7. ___ Were conclusions specific and logical?

8. ___ Were suggestions for further research reasonable and appropriate?

9. ___ Was the presentation well organized & delivered professionally?

10. ___ Did presenters respond effectively to questions from the audience?

Total Score: _____________